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Effectiveness of Index Size Reduction Techniques

1. Introduction

Computers can hold thousands, even millions of pages of textual
information. As text collections grow larger, finding a particular item of
relevant information becomes more difficult. Searching through the entire
contents of the collection becomes impractical because a large amount of
time would be required. An index provides a solution to this problem. An
index which can be built once, and then used during many searches. With
an index, needed information can be retrieved quickly because the index
points directly to the location of the needed information.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

A naive implementation of an index can require a large amount of
storage. Using the minimum amount of storage is always beneficial, and in
some environments critical. For example, when only a fixed amount of
space is available, such as on a CD-ROM or on a distribution tape. In these
cases the index must be made small enough to fit. Fortunately, several
techniques are available to reduce index size. The objective of this research
is to analyze the effectiveness of three of these techniques, both
individually, and when used together. Attention is focused on how well
the techniques work in combination. The goal is to combine several
techniques to produce substantial index size reductions.

However, each index size reduction technique has some type of cost.
Most require some extra processing and produce at least a small increase in
processing time. Some reduce the information stored in the index and can
produce at least a slight decrease in the ability of the index to locate relevant
data. The costs of the three size reduction techniques were also measured in
the research reported here. Finally, the benefits and costs were compared to
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determine if the use of a technique was justified or not.

1.2 Outline of this Paper

The following sequence is used to describe this project. Chapter two
provides a brief survey of index size reduction techniques described in the
literature. The third chapter describes the implementation of the retrieval
system used in this project, including details about the implementation of
the three space saving techniques. Chapter four measures space savings that
result from using the three techniques. The fifth chapter analyzes how the
techniques affect retrieval performance. The final chapter contains
conclusions, and is followed by a bibliography and appendices.
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2. A Brief Survey of Index Size Reduction Techniques

A basic text retrieval index contains an entry for each term (word) in
the text collection. The entry for each term consists of a list of location
entries that indicate which records in the text collection contain the term.
This type of index is called an inverted file (Salton 1988, Harman, Candela
1990).

A text record may be a sentence, paragraph, page, or file. When record
sizes are large, such as file or page, location entries often contain some type
of frequency score that indicates how many times a word occurs in the file
or page. When searching for a term, records with many occurrences of the
term are considered more likely to contain relevant information.

Index size reduction techniques reduce the number or size of entries,
while preserving all or most of the useful index information.

Most index size reduction techniques have at least some impact on the
retrieval capabilities of the index. Typically, when evaluating the retrieval
effectiveness of an index, two parameters are considered: recall and
precision (Raghavan 1989). The recall parameter describes the ability of the
index to locate all relevant documents. The precision parameter describes
the ability of the index to exclude irrelevant documents.

2.1 Stop List Elimination

This technique reduces index size by eliminating common, low
meaning words (Fox 1990). For example, "the", "of", "on", etc. These words
are so common that eliminating them produces substantial savings. Also
they contribute little to meaning and eliminating them does not
significantly reduce the system's ability to locate needed documents.

Klein (1989) reports stop list savings on an index of a 112 million word
French text collection. A stop list of the 100 most common words reduced
the number of location entries by 54%.
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Variations of this technique will use longer or shorter lists of stop
words. The list may be as short as twenty or so highly common words, or
may be as long as several hundred words and include moderately common
but low meaning words.

The larger the list of words the greater the savings produced by this
technique. However, as the list increases in length there is a greater chance
that meaningful words will be included, even inadvertently. This can
produce some degradation in the recall ability of the index.

2.2 Word Stem Truncation

Word stem truncation is based on the observation that "delete",
"deleting", "deletion", "deletes", and "deleted" are all forms of the same
word stem. Various forms of "delete" are truncated to the underlying stem,
and multiple words are merged into one. This reduces the number of word
entries in the index. The number of location entries is also reduced. For
example, without stem truncation, a record with "delete" and "deleted"
would result in two location entries, one for each word. If stem truncation
is used, "delete" and "deleted" are merged together and only one location
entry is needed.

Different implementors of this technique have used a variety of stem
truncation algorithms (Paice 1990, Harman 1991). These may be simple
algorithms that just remove a trailing 's', or very complicated schemes with
hundreds of rules. Of course, the larger the set of suffixes removed the
greater the savings in index size.

Harman (1991) reports that the Lovins stemmer achieved a 20%
savings on a text source of 1.6 megabytes and 13% savings on a text source of
50 megabytes.

Word stem truncation can improve recall. For example, with stem
truncation, the index entry for "method" will also contain potentially
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relevant references to "methods". However, precision is reduced.
Sometimes stem truncation will inadvertently merge unrelated words. At
other times the user would prefer to limit a search to one form of a word.
For example, someone looking for information on "runs" (as in "ski runs")
would be troubled by a large number of irrelevant entries on "run", "runs",
"runner" and "running".

2.3 Fixed Length Truncation

Fixed length truncation is an even more extreme form of stem
truncation (Bourne, Ford 1961). Instead of eliminating suffixes, words are
limited to a maximum number of characters. A length of five or six is
typical. This technique is easier to implement than stem truncation because
complicated rules are not needed. This technique is likely to produce even
greater index savings, but at the cost of merging more unrelated words.

The main disadvantage to this technique is the decrease in precision
when all differences beyond a certain character are lost. For example,
"intersect" is merged with "interstate". Still, most words that begin with the
same five or six characters are closely related, so the loss in precision may be
acceptable in some applications.

2.4 Hash Based Merging

Many indexing schemes use hashing to provide fast access. Much of
the complexity of hash based algorithms comes from differentiating words
that happen to have the same hash value (collisions). The hash based
merging technique takes the strategy of not differentiating collision words at
all, but merging them together into one entry (Willett 1979).

With hash based merging, the total number of term entries is
restricted to some maximum number by the hash function. This can
produce even greater index size savings than fixed length truncation.

The drawback to this technique is that totally unrelated words such as
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"fish" and "Einstein" can have the same hash value and be merged
together. In some environments this loss of precision may be acceptable. In
others, it may be possible to scan text collection records during the search
phase to eliminate those that do not contain the actual search term.

2.5 Bitmap Locations

For each term, the index needs to identify the text records that contain
the term. Often this information is stored as a list of location entries. Each
location entry identifies a record that contains the term. Storing locations in
a list is efficient for terms that occur in a few locations. When terms occur
in many locations a bitmap can be more efficient (Harman, Candela 1990).

For example, consider a collection with five thousand records.
Representing location entries with a bitmap will require five thousand bits.
This requires 625 bytes. Alternately, representing location entries with a list
will require two bytes per location entry (since two bytes are required to
represent numbers up to five thousand). If a term has more than 313
location entries, the bitmap for will require less space than the list form.

A powerful variation of this technique is to use bitmaps and lists,
whichever takes less space for each term.

When text record sizes are large, such as file or page, the location list
usually contains some type of score that indicates how many times the term
occurs in the record. This score information can be stored in the list
representation, but cannot be stored in the bitmap representation.

2.6 Record Size

Index size is reduced when larger record sizes are used. For example, a
word that occurs in six paragraphs, on two pages, in one file, requires six
locations entries if the record size is paragraph, two if the record size is page,
and one entry if the record size is file.
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Typically the record size is not chosen to save index space, but for
particular recall characteristics.

2.7 Compression

Compression schemes find ways to store the same information in a
smaller space. The compression schemes mentioned here are only a
sampling of the many described in the literature.

Bit Codes

Most computers represent a character with an eight bit byte. However,
only five bits are needed to represent the twenty six letters in the alphabet.
Consequently, a scheme for storing characters in five bits can yield a 3/8's or
37.5% compression rate (size reduction) on alphabetic data (Salton 1988).

Similarly, if a collection contains 4,000 records, a location entry can be
encoded in 12 bits, a 25% saving over storing locations in 16 bits (two bytes).

Variable Length Codes

Huffman encoding and similar techniques use a variable number of
bits to represent letters or sequences of letters (Salton 1988). This encoding
scheme uses short bit strings to represent frequent letters and longer bit
strings to represent less frequent letters. This technique can achieve even
greater space savings than 5 bit codes. Klein (1989) reports savings of 48%
with character encodings and 52.5% with character pair encodings.

Fixed Length Codes

Because 5 bit codes and variable length codes do not align with 8 bit
bytes, bit packing and unpacking operations are necessary to compress and
uncompress data. This can be time consuming, especially on machines that
do not directly support bit manipulation. Fixed length codes achieve
compression of alphabetic data without using bit packing. In this scheme
codes are an integral number of bytes or half bytes.
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Half bytes (4 bits) can represent 16 values. The 15 most common
letters can be represented, and the 16th value can be an escape code for
representing the remaining 11 letters. For example:

4 Bit Codes

Primary Codes Escaped Codes
0 a 4 g 8 m 12 s 0 b 4p 8x
1 c 5 h 9 n 13 t 1 f 5 q 9 y
2 d 6 i 10 o 14 u 2 j 6 v 10 z
3 e 7 1 11 r 15 ESCAPE 3 k 7 w

Table 1. Four Bit Codes

The word "techniques" takes ten bytes in a one-character-per-byte
representation. Using the codes in Table 1, "techniques" can be represented
by eleven four-bit codes:

t e c h n i q u e s
13 3 1 5 9 6 15-5 14 3 12

The eleven 4-bit codes require 5.5 bytes, or 45% less space than 8 bit
codes.

Since certain sequences of letters are common in English (ch, ed, ing,
etc.) fixed and variable length codes may achieve increased compression by
representing common sequences of letters with their own code. Salton
(1988) indicates that this technique can produce savings of 40% to 50%.

Prefix Omission Method

The prefix omission method (POM) is based on the observation that
an index entry is often similar to the previous entry (Choueka 1988). For
example, an index could contain the sequence of words "element",
"elevator", "eleven". If the common prefix is omitted, three of eight
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characters is saved for "elevator", and four of six characters in "eleven".

2.8 Alternate Indexing Methods

This project focuses on the inverted file indexing method (the index
contains a set of term entries, and each term entry lists locations where the
term occurs). It is worth noting that several alternatives methods are
described in the literature. Two examples of other methods are "controlled
vocabulary indexing" and "signature files".

In controlled vocabulary indexing, the index is based on a predefined
set of terms (Burnett 1979). Manual processing is required to relate the
contents of a record to the controlled vocabulary. This method is only of
interest when manual processing is practical.

Signature files are an alternative to indexes. The signature file
contains a signature for each record in the text collection (Rabitti 1990).
Each signature is a large binary string that uses a hash/bitmap encoding to
represent the terms found in the text record. Signature systems are less
attractive when many terms are used to describe a record.
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3. Index Construction

A program called the Text Retrieval System (TRS) was developed to
construct indexes and measure the effectiveness of three index size
reduction techniques. This section describes the index construction and
index size reduction used in TRS. Appendix A contains additional
implementation information. Appendix B shows the visual appearance of
the TRS X-Window Systems interface.

3.1 Index Structure

The index consists of three main components: 1) term entries, 2)

term table, and 3) file table. Each is described in this section.

Term Entries

TRS uses a common inverted file index. The fundamental
component of the index is the term entry, shown in figure 1.

cottot doc
m

doc
m

scoreterm scorec nu nu

water \0 25 I 12 3 I 17 2

doc zeroscorenum flag

81 1 0

Figure 1. A Term Entry

The term entry begins with the term, in the form of a null terminated
character string. The next field indicates the total times the term occurs in
the text collection. Next is a list of location entries. Each location entry is a
pair of numbers. The first is a document number and indicates a document
that contains the term. The second is the number of times the term occurs
in that document. A zero marks the end of the list of location entries.
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Term Table

The term table is a hash table that provides fast access to the term
entries. A hash value is calculated for each term. Terms that have the same
hash value are linked together in collision lists. A zero is used to mark the
end of a collision list. Collision lists are written to disk and the address of
the beginning of each collision list is stored in the term table.

File List

As mentioned previously, location entries consist of a document
number and an occurence count. The document number is an index into
the file list. The file list contains path name information for each file and
directory in the text collection.

3.2 Index Construction

TRS index construction begins with the input of a list of directories to
be indexed. TRS recursively indexes the files and subdirectories of each
directory. In TRS the granularity of indexing is the file. Each file is a
document. As each new file (document) is encountered it is assigned a
document number, and its path name is stored in the file table.

Each file is indexed. The file is lexically scanned to identify terms.
Each term is entered into the index. The count field in each location entry is
incremented as additional instances of a term are encountered in a file.

When all the directories, subdirectories, and files have been processed,
the completed index is written out to disk. TRS measures and reports on
the size of various index components and total index size.

3.3 Index Size Reduction

TRS provides three index size reduction techniques: 1) word stem
truncation, 2) stop list elimination, and 3) compression. The techniques
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can be used individually or in any combination. Each is described below.

Word Stem Truncation

TRS uses the algorithm described by Paice (1990). This algorithm
consists of an iterative, rule based technique. It includes 116 suffix removal
rules. The Paice algorithm is relatively aggressive. Consequently, the index
size savings it produces give an indication of the maximum savings
available from the word stem truncation technique.

Stop List Elimination

A stop list can be supplied to TRS. The stop list is a simple ASCII file,
containing one term per line. When building the index, words found in the
stop list are excluded from the index.

The stop list used here is based on one proposed by Fox (1990), with
some additions. This list is intended to be as large or larger than most stop
lists in common usage. Consequently, stop list space savings presented here
should be near the maximum savings available from this technique.

Compression

TRS uses two compression techniques, one for alphabetic data and
another for numerical data. Both techniques are simple and give an
indication of the minimum savings available from compression
techniques.

Compressing Alphabetic Data

The scheme used in this project is based on eight bit codes. The letters
'a' through 'z' are represented by their regular ASCII values (all index data
is mapped to lower case). Zero is used to represent <EOS> (End of String).
The remaining 229 possible eight bit values are used to encode frequently
occurring two, three, and four letter patterns such as "ing<EOS > ", "re", "ch",
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"ed <EOS >" and so forth.

Compressing Numeric Data

The numeric compression technique used in TRS is based on the
observation that in many cases sixteen bit and thirty two bit fields are used
to store small numeric values that could be represented in fewer bits.
Instead of using fixed sixteen bit and thirty two bit fields, the compression
scheme uses a variable length series of one to five codes, where each code is
eight bits (one byte).

As shown in figure 2, the first few bits of a compressed numeric value
indicate how many eight bit bytes are used.

In this scheme values greater than 21\28 require an extra byte (five
instead of four). This did not affect the space savings in TRS because the text
collections did not contain any values large enough to require five bytes.

The following figure illustrates the numeric code system.

< 128

< 2^14

< 2^21

< 21'28

>= 2^28

0 1111111111

lon1111

MUM"I'll
HIM

Figure 2. Numeric Codes
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3.4 Using the Index for Retrieval

This section describes how the index can be used to retrieve relevant
information.

A user makes a query to TRS by supplying one or more terms. TRS
uses the term table to locate the term entry for each term. The document
numbers from each term entry are merged into a document list. After
processing each of the query terms the document list contains the document
number for every document that contains one or more of the query terms.
The document list is then sorted so that documents that contain the most
query terms are at the top of the list. The document numbers are used to
look up path names in the file table. The document list is presented to the
user, and the user can select documents to view. TRS presents selected
documents to the user.
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4. Index Size Reduction

This section describes a series of experiments to determine the
effectiveness of the three index size reduction techniques both individually
and in combination.

4.1 Text Collections

Index size savings were measured on two text collections: Unix
Manual Pages and USENET News Postings. These two collections were
chosen to provide two data points with some degree of independence. One
collection has larger records and consists of formal writing on technical
subjects. The other collection consists of smaller records, is written less
formally, and covers non-technical subjects. The two collections are
described below.

Unix Manual Pages

This collection consisted of the on-line documentation for the
Sequent DYNIX/ptx and Dynix 3 Operating Systems, derivatives of ATT
System V 3.2 Unix and Berkeley BSD 4.2 Unix respectively.

Number of Files: 3,409
Total Bytes: 16 MB
Total Words: 1,792,142
Unique Words: 22,633
Average File Length

Bytes: 4693

Words: 525
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USENET News Postings

This collection consisted of some of the messages posted on the
USENET News network between 4/8/91 and 4/27/91. Non-meaningful
parts of message headers were removed.

Number of Files:
Total Bytes:

Total Words:
Unique Words:
Average File Length

Bytes:

Words:

4.2 Simple Index Size

21,569

43 MB
5,488,208

97,569

1994

254

The following table presents the original index sizes, before applying
any size reduction techniques.

Index Collection Index as % of
Collection Size Size Collection
Manual Pages 3.7 MB 16 MB 23.1%
USENET News 19.1 MB 43 MB 44.4%

Table 2. Non-reduced Index Sizes

The index for the USENET News collection requires 44.4% as much
space as the text collection itself. The index for the Manual Pages requires
only 23.1% as much space as the collection itself. This is because compared
to the Manual Pages collection, the documents in the USENET News
collection are only about half as long . Since the USENET News collection
has more than twice as many documents per megabyte of text collection (501
versus 213), the USENET News index has approximately twice as many
location entries per megabyte.
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The following table analyzes the contributors to index size, and
illustrates in more detail some of the differences between the indexes of the
two collections.

Manual Pages Entries Bytes % of Index
Term Overhead 22,633 113,165 3.1%
Term Text 190,718 5.2%
Location Entries 559,513 3,357,078 91.2%
Collision Flags 19,050 19,050 0.5%
Total Bytes 3,680,011 100.0%

USENET News Entries Bytes % of Index
Term Overhead 97,322 486,610 2.6%
Term Text 789,129 4.1%
Location Entries 2,957,071 17,742,426 93.0%
Collision Flags 51,682 51,682 0.3%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 100.0%

Table 3. Index Size Contributors

Each unique term (word) in the collection contributes the following to
the index size:

Null terminated string containing the term (Term Text)
Four byte count of total term occurrences in text collection (part of

Term Overhead)
Location entry for every document that contains the term (Location

Entries)

Zero flag marking the end of the Location Entries (part of Term
Overhead)

Each Location Entry consists of a four byte document number and a
two byte count, for a total of six bytes. Location entries are the dominant
contributor to index size, accounting for more than 90% of the size of both
indexes.
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Random access to terms is provided by a hash table, and terms are
stored in collision chains. A flag marks the end of each collision chain. A
large hash table (64K slots) resulted in a rather high number of collision
flags. A hash table with fewer slots might have been more appropriate.
Nevertheless, these collision flags are a minor contributor to index size.

4.3 Index Size Reduction From Individual Techniques

This section presents the index size savings produced by the three
techniques when used individually. The following figure summarizes the
savings as a percentage of the original index size.

Figure 3. Savings From Reduction Techniques
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Word Stem Truncation

The following table indicates the size savings produced by word stem
truncation.

Manual Pages Original Truncate % Saved
Term Entries 22,633 16,155 28.6%
Term Text 190,718 119,353 37.4%
Location Entries 559,513 488,809 12.6%
Total Bytes 3,680,011 3,147,241 14.5%

USENET News Original Truncate %Saved
Term Entries 97,322 64,070 34.2%
Term Text 789,129 447,182 43.3%
Location Entries 2,957,071 2,813,886 4.8%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 17,691,639 7.2%

Table 4. Word Stem Truncation Savings

Stem truncation significantly decreased the number of term entries
and the amount of term text. Term text is reduced in two ways. First, by
combining entries (sleep and sleeping are combined into sleep for a
savings of 9 characters). Second, stem forms take less characters (pristine is
stored as prist).

Stem truncation resulted in a fairly small reduction in the number of
location entries. Just 12.6% in the Manual Page collection, and only 4.8% in
the News collection. Stem truncation was less effective on the News
collection, in part, because of the smaller average record (file) size. A
location entry is only saved when two or more forms of a word are found in
one record. Then two or more location entries are merged into one.
Smaller record sizes in the News collection decreased the chances that a
single record would contain two or more forms of a word.
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As a comparison, Harman (1991) used word stem truncation and
reported a 19.1% savings on a small 1.6 megabyte text collection, and only
13.4% savings on a larger, 50 megabyte text collection.

Since stem truncation did not substantially reduce location entries,
and location entries dominate index size, the overall savings of index size
were limited.

Stop List Elimination

This section presents the results from using the stop list elimination
technique. The following table indicates the size savings that resulted from
using the stop list.

Manual Pages Original Stop List % Saved
Term Entries 22,633 21,707 4.1%
Term Text 190,718 186,851 2.0%
Location Entries 559,513 373,507 33.2%
Total Bytes 3,680,011 2,555,586 30.6%

USENET News Original Stop List %Saved
Term Entries 97,322 96,493 0.9%
Term Text 789,129 784,741 0.6%
Location Entries 2,957,071 1,724,704 41.7%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 11,665,877 38.8%

Table 5. Stop List Elimination Savings

Predictably, removing stop list words did not produce significant
savings in the number of term entries or the total quantity of term text. The
stop list did produce a substantial decrease in the number of location entries.
Since location entries account for the bulk of index size, the stop list
produced substantial index size savings.
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Compression

This section presents the results from using the Fixed Length Codes
Compression technique. The following table indicates the size savings that
resulted from using compression.

Manual Pages Original Cmprs % Saved
Term Entries 22,633 22,633 0%
Term Text 190,718 103,361 45.8%
Location Entries 559,513 559,513 0%
Total Bytes 3,680,011 1,822,448 50.5%

USENET News Original Cmprs %Saved
Term Entries 97,322 97,322 0%
Term Text 789,129 443,299 43.8%
Location Entries 2,957,071 2,957,071 0%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 10,315,430 45.9%

Table 6. Compression Savings

Unlike the other two techniques, fixed code compression does not
reduce the number of term or location entries, but reduces the average size
of each. The savings are substantial. In fact compression yields greater
savings than the other two techniques. Note that the 43.8% size reduction
for the alphabetic text is better than the 37.5% compression that five bit
codes would have produced.

Space savings from compression are somewhat lower for the News
collection. This is because the Manual Page collections has 3,409 files while
the News collection has 21,569 files. The compression technique used here
can represent values up to 16,383 in two bytes. Document numbers in the
News collection above 16,383 require three bytes. All of the Manual Page
document numbers can be represented in two bytes, but some of the News
collection document numbers require three bytes.
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Conclusions

Index size is dominated by location entries. To be effective, an index
size reduction technique must have a major impact on location entries.
Compression reduces the size of all or most location entries, and produces
the best overall results. The stop list technique produces substantial savings
by removing a large number of location entries for a small number of
common words. Word stem truncation produces the best savings in Term
Entries and Term Text but these are minor contributors to index size.
Truncation eliminates some location entries - but only when two forms of a
word are found in one document. Since this only happens on a limited
basis, the total savings from truncation are not large.

4.4 Index Size Reduction From Combining Techniques

This section describes the results from combining index reduction
techniques. The following table summarizes the results which are then
described in detail. The results in Table 7 are presented graphically in Figure
4. For easy comparison, Table 7 and Figure 4 also include the results from
the previous section.

Man Pages
Bytes

Saving News
Bytes

Saving Avg.

Original 3,680,011 0.0% 19,069,847 0.0% 0.0%
Truncate 3,147,241 14.5% 17,691,639 7.2% 10.9%
Stop List 2,555,586 30.6% 11,665,877 38.8% 34.7%
Compress 1,822,448 50.5% 10,315,430 45.9% 48.2%
Trnc+Stop 1,985,556 46.1% 10,048,693 47.3% 46.7%
Trnc+Cprs 1,559,697 57.6% 9,591,395 49.7% 53.7%
Stop+Cprs 1,268,312 65.5% 6,306,353 66.9% 66.2%
All 987,154 73.2% 5,453,111 71.4% 72.3%

Table 7. Savings of Various Combinations
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Appendix C contains the detailed data indicating savings in term
entries, term text, location entries, etc.

MN MN MN MN MN MN MN
Trnc Stop Cprs T+S T+C S+C ALL

Figure 4. Combined Savings

The following sections analyze the effect of combining the three
techniques.

Linear Combination

Given two index size reduction techniques, A which individually
produces a 50% reduction and B which produces a 60% reduction, what is a
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reasonable expectation for combining the results? Clearly adding the
reductions: 60% + 50% = 110% is not reasonable. A 110% reduction would
indicate an index that required less than no space at all.

A more reasonable way to expect reductions to combine is by
multiplication. In this case, a 60% reduction would be represented by an 0.4
reduction factor, and a 50% reduction by an 0.5 reduction factor. The
expected result from combining two techniques would be the result of
multiplying their reduction factors. Combining the 60% and 50%
reduction could be expected to yield 0.4 * 0.5 = 0.20. The 0.20 reduction factor
represents an 80% reduction. Intuitively, you could think of the first
technique as removing 60% of the index space, and the second technique as
removing 50% of what is left. When two techniques combine in this way,
the combination will be described as linear.

While linear combination may be a reasonable expectation, the actual
combined effectiveness is likely to be less. For example, combining two
general purpose compression techniques typically produces no additional
savings at all. This is because general purpose compression techniques
typically operate by removing redundancy in a set of data. After one
technique has removed most of the redundancy, little if any redundancy
remains for the second technique to remove. The following sections
analyze the effectiveness of combining the index size reduction techniques
and compares them against a linear expected result.

Truncation + Stop List

The following table compares the results of combining these two
techniques against a linear expectation.
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Man News Avg
Truncation Only 14.5% 7.2% 10.9%
Stop List Only 30.6% 38.3% 34.7%
Linear Expectation 40.7% 42.7% 41.8%
Actual Combination 46.1% 47.3% 46.7%

Table 8. Combining Truncation and Stop List

Surprisingly, the combination of word stem truncation and stop list
elimination produced results better than a linear combination. Two factors
led to this unexpected result.

First, stem truncation increased the set of words that the stop list
covered. For example, occurrences of the word "its" became "it" and were
removed by the stop list. This effect is not large. For the Manual Page
collection, the number of location entries saved increased from 186,006 to
192,456. This savings of 6,450 entries represents only 1.1% of the 559,513
location entries in the original index. Similarly, the additional savings on
the News collection are 1.3% of the location entries in the original index.

The second factor is that because stop list elimination and word stem
truncation affect different contributors to index size, they produce a partially
additive (instead of only multiplicative) result. In other words, stop list
elimination has only slightly greater absolute savings on a Truncated index,
but because stop list elimination is producing these savings on a smaller
index, they represent a greater percentage decrease. For example, adding in
the stop list elimination technique decreased the size of the Truncate index
by 1,161,685. This represents only 31.6% of the original index size, but 36.9%
of the Truncated index size.

Truncation + Compression

The following table compares the results of combining these two
techniques with a linear expectation.
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Man News Avg
Truncation Only 14.5% 7.2% 10.9%
Compression Only 50.5% 45.9% 48.2%
Linear Expectation 57.7% 49.8% 53.8%
Actual Combination 57.6% 49.7% 53.7%

Table 9. Combining Truncation and Compression

The actual results from the combination are just slightly below the
linear expectation. This indicates that the techniques combine very
effectively.

Stop List + Compression

The following table compares the results of combining these two
techniques with a linear expectation.

Man News Avg
Stop List Only 30.6% 38.3% 34.7%
Compression Only 50.5% 45.9% 48.2%
Linear Expectation 65.7% 66.6% 66.2%
Actual Combination 65.6% 66.9% 66.3%

Table 10. Combining Stop List and Compression

For the Man Page collection, the actual results are slightly below the
linear expectation. In the case of the News collection, actual results are
slightly better than the linear projection. The effect is very small - just three
tenths of a percent. It probably results because the compression technique is
most effective on small values, and the terms eliminated by the stop list
elimination technique tend to have larger document counts and total count
values.

Klein (1989) reports on the effect of combining compression and stop
list elimination on an 860 megabyte index. Unlike other results discussed
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here, Klein's index covers a collection of French text, rather than English.
The two techniques, independently produce a reduction of 50%
(compression) and 54% (stop list). They combine to reduce the index size to
250 megabytes.

Klein
Stop List Only 54%

Compression Only 50%

Linear Expectation 77%

Actual Combination 71%

The results presented by Klein are comparable to the TRS results. The
stop list savings reported by Klein are much higher, but this is probably
caused by differences between French and English. Klein's combined
savings are somewhat less linear, but the difference is not great. Differences
in the compression techniques probably account for the difference in
linearity.

Combining All Three Techniques

The following table compares the results of combining all three
techniques with a linear expectation.

Man News Avg
Truncation Only 14.5% 7.2% 10.9%
Stop List Only 30.6% 38.3% 34.7%
Compression Only 50.5% 45.9% 48.2%
Linear Expectation 70.6% 69.0% 69.9%
Actual Combination 73.2% 71.4% 72.3%

Table 11. Combining Three Techniques

Since two of the pairwise combinations were very close to linear, and
one was somewhat better than linear, it is not surprising that the
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combination of all three techniques is slightly better than linear.

4.5 Conclusions

The three index size reduction techniques analyzed in this project can
be effectively combined. All combinations are at least close to linear, and
some are slightly better than linear. When all three are combined, results
were quite impressive. The index sizes were reduced to about one quarter
the size of the original index.
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5. Impact on Retrieval Speed and Effectiveness

The previous section quantified the index size benefits of the index
reduction techniques, both individually, and when used in combination.
However, to determine the value of using a technique, the benefits must be
weighed against the costs. This section deals with those costs. First the costs
are described in an overview. The next subsection deals with query speed.
The final subsection deals with query effectiveness.

5.1 Overview

Before addressing these costs, two measures of the effectiveness of a
retrieval system need to be defined: recall and precision.

Recall is the system's ability to retrieve all documents relevant to a
query. Recall is defined as relevant-docs-retrieved / total-relevant-docs.
For example, if a system retrieves fifty relevant documents from a text
collection that contains one hundred relevant documents, the recall is 50 /
100 = 0.5. Precision is the system's ability to exclude non-relevant
documents. Precision is defined as Relevant-docs-retrieved / total-docs-
retrieved. For example, if a query retrieves 20 documents, but only 5 of
them are relevant, the precision is 5 / 20 = 0.25 (Raghavan, Bollmann, Jung
1989).

Note that strategies that improve one of these measures is likely to
make the other worse. For example, an extreme case would be a system that
returned every document in the collection, no matter what the query. This
system would have a perfect recall rate (guaranteed to return all relevant
documents), but very poor precision. On the other end of the spectrum
would be a very stringent system that returned only one document, the very
best match, for any query. This system would have good precision, but poor
recall. The challenge is to produce a retrieval system with both good recall
and good precision.

Although recall and precision are defined with mathematic formulas,
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they are not purely objective measures. At some point documents must be
judged as "relevant" or "non-relevant". A subjective analysis by a human
is essentially the only way to make this determination.

The index size reduction techniques described in this paper impact the
following areas:

Truncation Stop List Compress
1. Time required to build the index Negative Positive Negative
2. Time required to perform a query Negative Positive Negative
3. Retrieval Recall Positive Negative None
4. Retrieval Precision Neg/ Pos Neg/Pos None

Negative impacts represent costs, and positive impacts represent
benefits.

Word Stem Truncation

1. Time required to build the index Negative

Word stem truncation requires every term to undergo the truncation
process before being added to the index. This will increase the time to build
the index. This effect can be partially offset because truncation will reduce
the size of the index. However, this reduction is not large enough to offset
the extra processing, so the net effect is negative.

2. Time required to perform a query Negative

Truncation merges terms together, which will increase the number of
documents retrieved. This will increase retrieval time.

3. Retrieval Recall (the ability to find all relevant documents) Positive

The documents retrieved with truncation are always a superset of the
documents retrieved without truncation. Consequently, truncation will
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never decrease recall, and can improve it.

4. Retrieval Precision (the ability to exclude non-relevant documents)
Neg/Pos

Since truncation increases the number of documents retrieved, it is
likely that precision will be affected negatively. In addition, truncation rules
can inadvertently lump together unrelated or marginally related terms
(example: present, presentation), which will tend to bring in unrelated
documents and decrease recall. However, in some scenarios, precision may
be increased. For example, consider a query "corporate presentations".
Without truncation, this query would miss documents that include
"corporate" and "presentation" (but not "presentations"). With truncation
these documents (which are likely to be relevant) will be included, and
precision will increase if few non-relevant documents are retrieved.

Stop List

1. Time required to build the index Positive

The stop list technique improves the time to build the index by
eliminating entries (perhaps large numbers of entries) from the index.

2. Time required to perform a query Positive

The stop list technique improves the time to perform a query by
making indexes smaller (which makes them faster to search), and by
making query results smaller. Imagine a query with the term "to".
Without a stop list, the query retrieves a large number of documents and
takes a large amount of time. With a stop list the query will be much faster.

3. Retrieval Recall (the ability to find all relevant documents)
Negative

Query results with a stop list are guaranteed to be equal or smaller
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than the result without a stop list. Consequently the recall will be at best the
same, at worst negative. The Negative effect may be very small or non-
existent if the stop list is restricted to only very low meaning words (the, of,
an, etc.). The larger the stop list, the greater the chance of a negative impact
on recall.

4. Retrieval Precision (the ability to exclude non-relevant documents)
Neg/Pos

If the stop list contains a meaningful word, precision will decrease.
On the other hand, if a query contains a highly common word, such as
"the", a stop list will exclude large numbers of irrelevant documents and
improve precision.

Compression

1. Time required to build the index Negative
2. Time required to perform a query Negative

Compression increases index building/query time because it adds extra
processing. However, compression also decreases the size of the index. If
the compression ratio and computation speed are fast enough, and the disk
access speed is slow enough, compression could actually decrease the index
building/query time. This was not the case in this project, because
compression led to a (modest) net increase in index building/query time.

3. Retrieval Recall (the ability to find all relevant documents) None
4. Retrieval Precision (the ability to exclude non-relevant documents)

None

Compression has no effect on recall or precision because identical
query results are produced, with or without compression.
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Time Required to Build an Index

Of the four areas described above, only the final three are considered
in this report. The first area - "Time required to build the index", is
excluded for the following reasons:

Index building time is often unimportant or far less important than
retrieval speed. Most actual retrieval systems build an index once
(or a small number of times), but are queried a very large number of
times. Another factor that makes index building speed relatively
unimportant is that building is usually done in batch mode, but
querying is usually done interactively.

The index building process tends to be highly memory intensive.
Consequently, the ability of the index builder to effectively use the
memory system on the host computer often becomes the principle
factor in index building speed. Other factors, such as the effect of the
index reduction techniques, become inconsequential compared to
the memory usage issue.

5.2 Impact on Query Speed

As stated previously, only the compression and truncation techniques
have a negative impact on query speed. The impact of the compression
technique is considered first.

Compression

The impact of compression was measured by timing identical queries
on compressed and uncompressed indexes.

For each of the text collections, the following indexes were used: 1)
Plain (no index reduction techniques), 2) Plain Compressed (identical to
Plain except for compression), 3) Truncated and stop list elimination (T+S),
and 4) Truncated, stop list elimination, and Compressed (identical to T+S
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except for compression). This made a total of eight indexes, two compressed
and two non-compressed for each text collection. Note that each
compressed index was equivalent, except for compression, to a
corresponding index.

Four queries were invented to compare the retrieval times of the
compressed and non-compressed indexes. Here are the four queries, and an
explanation of why each query was chosen. 1) "the" (one extremely
common word), 2) "file form act read hold week" (six very common words
that were not in the stop list), 3) "svndbpt" (a word that was not present in
either text collection), 4) "slog thrashing usernames decompression
comparator" (five low occurrence words that were present in both
collections).

The four queries were processed and timed on each of the eight
indexes. Times were computed based on averaging the times over five
iterations. The results are presented in the following table. Each line in the
table presents the times for a non-compressed index and the corresponding
compressed index. The first field indicates the query, text collection, and
index type described by the line. The second field indicates how many files
(documents) matched the query. The third and forth fields indicate the
query processing time in milliseconds of the non-compressed and
compressed indexes respectively. The number of files retrieved and the
processing time vary widely. The fifth and six columns indicate the query
processing time per retrieved file, reported in microseconds. The seventh
and final column presents the most important number, the result of
dividing the third and forth columns. This factor shows the additional time
required to process the query when using the compressed index.
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Cprs/
Non

1 Man Plain 3,372 239.28 339.99 71.0 100.8 1.42
1 Man T+S 0 0.72 0.89 1.24
1 News Plain 20,374 1,959.68 2,697.42 96.2 132.4 1.37
1 News T+S 0 21.91 39.50 1.80
2 Man Plain 2,247 261.99 366.61 116.6 163.2 1.40
2 Man T+S 2,656 389.88 543.60 146.8 204.7 1.39
2 News Plain 4,380 387.01 576.38 88.4 131.6 1.49
2 News T+S 8,575 935.29 1,344.82 109.1 156.8 1.44
3 Man Plain 0 1.44 1.54 1.07
3 Man T+S 0 1.44 1.57 1.09
3 News Plain 0 3.10 4.87 1.57
3 News T+S 0 3.00 5.63 1.87
4 Man Plain 10 8.52 9.63 852.0 963.0 1.13
4 Man T+S 188 34.65 42.41 184.3 225.6 1.22
4 News Plain 18 19.71 34.09 1,095.0 1,893.8 1.73
4 News T+S 861 281.90 370.92 327.4 430.8 1.32

Table 12. Impact of Compression on Retrieval Time

The time increase factors for the compressed indexes range from 1.07
to 1.87. This indicates that under these conditions, the time increase for
compressed indexes ranges from 7% to 87%. However, the extreme lows
and highs of this range occurred during queries that retrieved relatively
small numbers of files. If we eliminate queries that retrieved less than 200
files, we are left with seven time factors that cluster within +/- 0.09 of their
average: 1.40. The conclusion is that excluding queries that return small
numbers of files, compression increases query processing time about 40%.

It is also worth noting that queries are processed very quickly. All but
two of the compressed index queries took less than a second, and the two
longest taking only 2.7 and 1.3 seconds for queries that found 20,000 and
8,000 matches respectively. The 40% time increase is only noticeable in
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queries that return large numbers of files. Even then, the largest increase is
less than a second, and not a significant inconvenience.

Truncation

The query processing times used in the previous section to measure
the impact of compression can be reanalyzed to measure the impact of word
stem truncation. Of the eight indexes used in those runs, four were built
with stem truncation, four were not. The four that were built with
truncation also had stop list words removed. Since the stop list elimination
technique was shown in previous sections to be a stronger index size
reducer, any practical system that does truncation will almost certainly do
stop list elimination as well. Consequently, the two are combined here to
produce a more realistic test scenario. It should also be noted that as long as
stop list words are not used in a query, the effect of stop list elimination on
query speed will be negligible.

The following table presents the query processing times from the
previous section, this time organized to compare indexes with truncation
and stop list elimination against indexes without truncation and stop list
elimination.
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T+S/
Non

1 Man Plain 3,372 0 239.28 0.72 71.0 0.003
1 Man Cprs 3,372 0 339.99 0.89 100.8 0.003
1 News Plain 20,374 0 1,959.68 21.91 96.2 0.011
1 News Cprs 20,374 0 2,697.42 39.50 132.4 -- 0.015
2 Man Plain 2,247 2,656 261.99 389.88 116.6 146.8 1.49
2 Man Cprs 2,247 2,656 366.61 543.60 163.2 204.7 1.48
2 News Plain 4,380 8,575 387.01 935.29 88.4 109.1 2.42
2 News Cprs 4,380 8,575 576.38 1,344.82 131.6 156.8 2.33
3 Man Plain 0 0 1.44 1.44 1.00
3 Man Cprs 0 0 1.54 1.57 1.02
3 News Plain 0 0 3.10 3.00 0.97
3 News Cprs 0 0 4.87 5.63 1.16
4 Man Plain 10 188 8.52 34.65 852.0 184.3 4.07
4 Man Cprs 10 188 9.63 42.41 963.0 225.6 4.40
4 News Plain 18 861 19.71 281.90 1,095.0 327.4 14.30
4 News Cprs 18 861 34.09 370.92 1,893.8 430.8 10.89

Table 13. Impact of Stop List and Truncation on Retrieval Time

Stem truncation increases query processing time by increasing the
number of documents that match a query. In one of the queries the number
of matching files increased from 18 to 861, an increase of 4783%. In another
query, the increase was from 2,247 to 2,656, which is only an 18% increase.
One query had no matches with or without truncation, and the result was
nearly identical times. Because the number of matches may increase
tremendously, or not at all, it is quite difficult to predict the impact of stem
truncation on query processing time. The data in this experiment would
support the conclusion that query processing time increases of 50% to 450%
are typical, but that increases of 1400% or more are possible.

The wide variation shown here indicates that only statistical analysis
of a large number of actual user queries would be able to produce an
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accurate estimate of the increase in query processing time due to word stem
truncation. Furthermore, this estimate would only apply to the text
collection and user base that were used to generate it.

Furthermore, consider the query that showed a processing time
increase of 1430%. Even with the large increase, the query finished in only
0.4 seconds. Furthermore, the number of files retrieved increased from 18
to 861. If this had been an actual, user generated query it is likely that at least
some of the additional files may have contained relevant or useful
information. Consequently the time increase caused by truncation should
not be considered totally without value.

Since "the" was excluded by the stop list, the query that consisted only
of "the" ran very quickly and did not retrieve any files. Otherwise, the use
of the stop list had negligible impact on query speed.

5.3 Impact on Query Effectiveness (Recall and Precision)

Measuring query effectiveness in terms of recall and precision can be
difficult. For example, the recall measure is defined as number of retrieved
relevant documents divided by total number of relevant documents in
the collection. To calculate this measurement it is necessary to identify all
relevant documents in the entire collection. The two collections used in
this project contained 3,409 and 21,569 documents. Determining the
relevance of each document to a particular query was beyond the scope of
this project.

Fortunately, the goal here is simpler. It is only necessary to measure
the increase or decrease in recall and precision caused by index size
reduction techniques. It should be noted that the compression technique
has no effect on recall and precision because a query produces identical
results whether compression is used or not. The following process was used
to analyze the affect of truncation and stop list elimination on recall and
precision.
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1. Select target documents

Ten target documents were selected, five from each text collection.
Documents were chosen from a variety of areas in each collection. The
objective was to select documents that contained information that might be
useful or of interest to a user of the text collection. In other words,
documents that might be the target of real user queries.

2. Generate sample queries

Twenty queries were generated, two for each target document. Each
query was designed to be something that a user of the text collection might
issue if they were interested in finding the information contained in the
document. Appendix D contains a description of each of the target
documents and the text of each of the sample queries.

3. Issue queries on two indexes: 1) Plain, and 2) Truncation+Stop List

Each query was issued against 1) a Plain and 2) a Truncation+Stop List
index. The truncation and stop list techniques were used together because
that was the most realistic combination for an actual system.

4. Results recorded and tabulated.

Results from each of the twenty queries were recorded and tabulated.
The results are summarized in the following table. The Files column
indicates the number of documents that matched a query. The Rel column
is a score, based on examining the first twenty documents matching the
query, and assigning each a relevance score from zero to five. A five
indicates high relevance and a 0 indicates no relevance, and values in
between indicate varying degrees of relevance. A perfect score of 100 would
indicate that all 20 documents are highly relevant to the query. The sorting
system used in query processing was fairly effective. In most cases, most or
all of the relevant documents appeared to be in the top twenty.
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The Nfnd column indicates how many query words were excluded by
the stop list.

The last three columns are estimates, based on calculations from the
earlier columns. These figures estimate the change in recall and precision
that resulted from using the truncation and stop list elimination
techniques. Estimates are used instead of actual values because calculating
actual values would require judging the relevance to each query of all
documents in collection, or all documents retrieved by the query. The %
Chg Recall column estimates the percentage change in the recall when
using truncation and stop list elimination. Positive numbers indicate
truncation and stop list elimination improving Recall, negative numbers
indicate Recall getting worse. The formula used to calculate this column is
((Re1T+s / Relpiain)-1)*100.

The % Chg Prcz A column estimates the percentage change in
precision when using truncation and stop list elimination. Precision is
defined as relevant documents retrieved divided by total documents
retrieved. This column assumes that queries to the Plain index and queries
to the truncation and stop list elimination index retrieve the same number
of relevant documents. Given this assumption, the change in precision will
be totally determined by the change in the number of documents retrieved.
The formula used to calculate this column is ((Files')lain / Files-r+s) - 1) *
100. This column can only be positive if the T+S index returns less than the
Plain index. Since truncation always results in at least as many or more
files, this column is only positive when some of the query words were
eliminated by the stop list. In other words, this column is only positive
when the Nfnd column is greater than zero.

The %Chg Prcz B column is a different way to estimate the percentage
change in precision. This column assumes that the relevance of the first
twenty files is a valid estimate of the relevance of the total query results. If
Plain and T+S have the same relevance scores, then this column will have
the same value as the previous one. If T+S has better recall, then this
column will be better than the previous column, and if T+S has worse
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recall, this column will also be worse. The formula used to calculate this
column is ( (Re1T+s / FilesT+S) / (Reiplain / Filespiain) 1) * 100.

Query
__Plain_
Files Rel

_Trunc+Stop List_
Files Rel Nfnd

% Chg
Recall

%Chg
Prcz A

%Chg
Prcz B

Man 1 1,889 56 2,371 81 1 45% -20% 15%
Man 2 3,272 13 1,707 12 4 -8% 92% 77%
Man 3 265 67 388 70 0 5% -32% -29%
Man 4 729 66 1,237 64 0 -3% -41% -43%
Man 5 767 37 956 54 2 46% -20% 17%
Man 6 951 34 2,386 47 0 38% -60% -40%
Man 7 770 51 1,578 51 1 0% -51% -51%
Man 8 344 18 0 0 2
Man 9 2,137 100 1,361 100 3 0% 57% 57%
Man 10 2,135 98 1,361 100 1 2% 57% 60%
News 1 3,757 23 4,614 25 0 9% -19% -11%
News 2 402 45 1,243 32 0 -29% -68% -77%
News 3 1,193 66 897 66 1 0% 33% 33%
News 4 541 65 606 65 0 0% -11% -11%
News 5 21,222 33 1,894 35 4 6% 1020% 1088%
News 6 10,490 25 2,227 25 2 0% 371% 371%
News 7 2,665 22 3,479 20 0 -9% -23% -30%
News 8 2,142 24 2,674 15 0 -38% -20% -50%
News 9 828 10 2,446 10 0 0% -66% -66%
News 10 5,468 24 6,677 24 0 0% -18% -18%

Table 14. Impact of Truncation and Stop List on Retrieval Effectiveness

The queries Man 8 and News 5 produced the most unusual results.
The target document for the Man 7 and Man 8 queries was a rather short
document describing the gothic program that produces a banner of large
letters. The Man 8 query consisted of the terms "large letters".
Unfortunately, both of these were removed by the stop list. The term
"large" was in the stop list, and "letters" was truncated to "let" which was
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also in the stop list. The result was the Null query, and no files were
returned.

Eliminating "letters" in this query is undesirable, and indicates that it
may be unwise to perform truncation before processing the stop list. In
another query, the word "america" was eliminated after being truncated to
"am". This is also undesirable. Better results may be obtained by doing stop
list elimination first, then truncation. The inflected forms that should be
eliminated would have to be explicitly added to the stop list. It is also
possible that better results would be achieved with a less aggressive
truncation algorithm.

The target document for the News 5 and News 6 queries discussed a
Paul McCartney song with the title "What's the use of worrying". Query
News 5 included the title of the song, which includes the terms "the" and
"of". This query pulled in 21,222 documents (a document is considered a
match if it contains any of the query terms). When the stop list eliminated
"the" and "of" (and three other query terms), the query matched only 1,894
files. The formulas for the last and next to last columns interpreted this as a
very large increase in precision (1020% and 1088%), which it was.
Presumably developers of retrieval systems quickly learn to exclude terms
such as "the" and "of", or users quickly learn to avoid them in queries. A
similar, but less dramatic result happened with the News 6 query.

If the three unusual queries (Man 8, News 5, and News 6) are
eliminated, the rest of the numbers are substantially less erratic. The largest
is 92% and the smallest is -77%. The average impact on recall is: 3.7% a
small, but rather insignificant improvement. Because unfortunate
interaction of the truncation and stop list elimination techniques accounted
for most of the large negative numbers, recall would have shown more
improvement if truncation had been done after stop list processing.
Nevertheless, some support has been given to the hypothesis that
truncation improves recall, but perhaps not to a significant extent.

The last two columns indicate that sometimes the stop list can help
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precision substantially. It also indicates that truncation can pull in a lot
more files, and hurt precision substantially. The numbers are so erratic that
averaging them does not seem meaningful. However, it is worth noting
that in all cases other than the three unusual queries, the stop list improved
precision by less than a factor of two, and truncation worsened precision by
less than a factor of two. These may suggest sensible expectations for the
upper bounds on the impact of these two techniques.
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6. Conclusions

This section presents the conclusions from this project and some ideas
about topics for further study.

6.1 Project Summary

Three index size reduction techniques were studied. These were 1)
word stem truncation, 2) stop list elimination, and 3) compression. Indexes
for two text collections with 16 MB and 43 MB of text were used to measure
index size reduction. The impact of index size reduction techniques on
retrieval performance was also measured. Retrieval performance was
measured in terms of retrieval speed, recall, and precision. The three index
size reduction techniques were measured individually and in combination.

6.2 What Was Learned

The following conclusions are based on the experimental results
presented in this report:

Index Size Savings

Compression appears to be the most effective of the three techniques.
Even a relatively simple compression scheme led to substantial savings.

- The stop list technique is also highly effective.

Word stem truncation is the least effective, especially when record
sizes are small. It is not clear that the savings are great enough to justify the
use of this technique.

The compression and stop list elimination techniques work very
well in combination.
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To be effective, an index size reduction technique must reduce either
the number or size of location entries.

Impact on Retrieval Performance

Compression increases retrieval time, but the increase is probably not
substantial.

- The stop list elimination technique can dramatically improve the
retrieval times of queries that contain highly common, low meaning words
such as "the".

- The truncation technique can lead to a wide range of increases in the
number of files retrieved from a small to a large increase. Truncation will
increase retrieval times, and the extent of the increase is difficult to predict.

A well designed stop list can improve precision, at least on queries
that contain highly common, low meaning words such as "the".

- Truncation may produce a modest increase in recall.

- Truncation should be done after stop list processing, not before.

6.3 Further study

This project suggests that the following may be interesting topics for
further study.

More Sophisticated Compression

The simple compression scheme used here was highly effective.
Would a more sophisticated compression technique offer even greater
savings? Better compression results could be pursued on two fronts. First,
representation based techniques driven by observations about the nature of
the data stored in the index might provide substantial results. For example,
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instead of storing a list of document numbers, sort the list, and then store a
list of deltas. Second, more powerful general purpose compression
algorithms are available. Investigating them could also yield further
savings.

Bitmaps

The importance of saving location entries suggests applying bitmaps.
The strategy of using either a bitmap or a location entry list, whichever is
smaller for each term, seems particularly promising.

Synonym Merging

Another way to reduce location entries would be to merge synonyms.
For example, exit and leave could be mapped into the same word. If a
large enough set of synonyms were used, substantial savings may result.
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Appendix A. Implementation

This appendix describes the implementation of the Text Retrieval
System (TRS). Appendix B shows the visual appearance of the TRS X-
Window Systems interface. TRS was implemented in C++ using an object-
oriented design approach.

A.1 Machine

A Sequent Symmetry S81 was used for TRS development and
performance analysis. The S81 had 20 Intel 386 processors running at 16
mhz. However, the program was implemented as a single stream (non-
parallel) process, and consequently only one 386 was used at any time. The
S81 was equipped with 64MB of random access memory (RAM). Timing
was done with the built-in S81 micro-second clock.

A.2 Index Structure

The index consists of three main components: 1) term entries, 2)

term table, and 3) file table. Each is described in this section.

Term Entries

TRS uses a common inverted file type index. The fundamental
component of the index is the term entry. See figure 1 in section 3.1.

The term entry begins with the term itself, in the form of a null
terminated character string. The next field indicates the total times the term
occurs in the text collection. Next is a list of location entries, one for each
document that contains the term. Each location entry is a pair of numbers.
The first is the document number of a document that contains the term.
The second is the number of times the term occurs in that document. A
zero marks the end of the list of location entries.
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The term field uses one more byte than the length of the term. The
total count is a four byte integer. Each location entry consists of six bytes, the
document number is a four byte integer and the score is a two byte integer.
Location entries account for most of the total index size.

Term Table

The term table is a hash table that provides fast access to the term
entries. A hash value is calculated for each term. Terms that have the same
hash value are linked together in collision lists. A zero is used to mark the
end of a collision list. Collision lists are written to disk and the address of
the beginning of each collision list is stored in the term table. TRS used a
term table with 64K slots. This resulted in short collision lists averaging
just a little over one term long.

File List

Each location entry contains a document number. The document
number is an index into the file list. The file list contains an entry for each
file and directory in the text collection. Each entry contains the name of the
file or directory, and the document number of the parent directory.
Complete pathnames can be assembled by following the parent directory
numbers and prepending the parent directory name to the file name.

A.3 Index Construction

TRS index construction begins when the user specifies a list of
directories to be indexed. TRS recursively indexes the files and directories
contained in each directory. The index is constructed in memory and then
written to disk when completed. In TRS the granularity of indexing is the
file. Each file is a document. As each new subdirectory or file is
encountered it is assigned a document number, and its path name is stored
in the file table.

As each file is encountered it is indexed. Lexical analysis of file text is
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done by a simple scanner that also converts the text to lower case. The
scanner defines a term as an uninterrupted sequence of alphabetic characters
(A-Za-z). All non-alphabetic characters are discarded.

The first time a term is encountered TRS creates a term entry for it,
and a location entry for the current file. Subsequently, when the term is
encountered, TRS checks to see if the current file has a location entry. If it
does, TRS increments the occurrence count. Otherwise, a new location
entry is created.

When all the directories, subdirectories, and files have been processed,
the index construction is completed and the index is written out to disk.

To meet the needs of this project, TRS tracks various contributors to
index size. It reports the total number of terms contained in the index, the
number of collision lists, and the number of locations entries. It reports the
total amount of alphabetic data, and the savings from each of the two
compression techniques.

Although the index consists of a Term List, Term Table, and File List,
this project uses only the Term List when comparing index sizes. Attention
is limited to the Term List for the following reasons:

The Term List accounts for the vast majority of the storage space.
The size and nature of the Term Table and File List vary widely in
different implementations. Many implementations of text retrieval
systems do not even have corresponding data structures.
The Stop List and Word Stem Truncation techniques do not affect

the size of the Term Table and File List.

A.4 Index Size Reduction

TRS provides three index size reduction techniques: 1) word stem
truncation, 2) stop list elimination, and 3) compression. The techniques
can be used individually or in any combination. Each is described below.
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Word Stem Truncation

TRS uses the algorithm described by Paice (1990). This algorithm
consists of an iterative, rule based technique. It includes 116 suffix removal
rules. The Paice algorithm is relatively aggressive. Consequently, the index
size savings it produces give an indication of the maximum savings
available from the word stem truncation technique.

Stop List Elimination

A stop list can be supplied to TRS. The stop list is a simple ASCII file,
containing one term per line. Before building the index, TRS reads in the
stop list file. For each term in the stop list file a special term entry is created
that identifies the term as "stopped". Locations entries are not made for
"stopped" terms, and the special entries for "stopped" terms are not written
out to disk.

The stop list used in this project was based on the one proposed by Fox
(1990). Single letters ('a' 'z') and two letter strings ('aa', 'ab', 'zz') were
added. The two letter strings automatically included common, low-
meaning two letter words such as: "in", "of", "by", etc. The stop list contains
1077 words, consisting of 26 single letters, 676 two letter strings, and 375
short, high frequency, low meaning words.

This list is intended to be as large or larger than most stop lists in
common usage. Consequently, stop list space savings presented here should
be near the maximum savings available from this technique.

Compression

TRS uses two compression techniques, one for alphabetic data and the
other for numerical data. Both techniques are simple and give an
indication of the minimum savings available from compression
techniques.
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Compressing Alphabetic Data

The scheme used to compress alphabetic data is based on eight bit
codes. The letters 'a' through 'z' are represented by their regular ASCII
values (all index data is mapped to lower case). Zero is used to represent
<EOS> (End of String). The remaining 229 possible eight bit values are used
to encode frequently occurring two, three, and four letter patterns such as
"ing<EOS > ", "re", "ch", "ed <EOS >" and so forth.

The patterns are selected by measuring the frequency of all two, three,
and four letter patterns in a sample text and then selecting the 229 patterns
with the highest <frequency>*<chars-saved> score. (A 2-letter patterns
saves one character, a 3-letter patterns save two characters, and a 4-letter
patterns saves three.) This algorithm may not select the optimal set of
codes. Selecting optimal codes is an NP-complete and computationaly
impractical task (Klein 1989). Although the codes selected are not optimal,
the compression ratio for alphabetic data indicates that the codes are fairly
good.

The uncompressed index is used as the sample text.

Since suffix removal substantially changes character pattern frequency
(eliminating some of the more common patterns), an alternate encoding
table was generated and used on the stem truncated versions of the index.

Compressing Numeric Data

The numeric compression technique used in TRS is based on the
observation that in many cases sixteen bit and thirty two bit fields are used
to store small numeric values that could be represented in fewer bits.
Instead of using fixed sixteen bit and thirty two bit fields, the compression
scheme uses a variable length series of one to five codes, where each code is
eight bits (one byte).

Values less than 2^7 (0 through 127) are represented by a 1-byte code.
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A 1-byte code is identified by a high order bit with the value 0. Values less
than 21\14 (<16,383) are represented by 2-byte codes, identified by two high
order bits containing "10". Values less than 2^21 (<2,097,152) are
represented by 3-byte codes, and the three high order bits are "110". Values
less than 2^28 (<268,435,456) are represented by 4-byte codes, where the four
high order bits are "1110". Finally, values equal or greater than 2^28 are
represented by five byte codes, and the four high order bits contain "1111".

In this scheme values greater than 21'28 require an extra byte (five
instead of four). This did not affect the space savings in TRS because the text
collections were not large enough to result in any values equal or greater
than 21'28.

Figure 2 in section 3.3 illustrates the numeric code system.

A.5 Using the Index for Retrieval

This section describes how the index can be used to retrieve relevant
information.

The search process begins with a query. A query is a list of one or
more terms that are likely to identify the desired information. For
example, if the user is interested in information about the 1988 presidential
election, the user might generate a query such as: "presidential election 1988
Bush Quayle". The search mechanism produces a list of documents that
are contain the query terms. In addition, the list of documents is prioritized
(sorted) so that the entries that contain all or most of the query terms are
placed at the beginning of the list. The search mechanism used here is
similar to one described by Harman and Candela (1989) and Salton (1982).

When the user issues a query, the system first parses the query into
individual terms. Any upper case letters are converted to lower case.
Punctuation and extra spaces are discarded.

For each term in the query, the system looks up the term in the index,
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and retrieves its term entry. The location entries for each term entry are
entered into a merge table. Each entry in the merge table contains a
document number, a count indicating how many query terms contained an
entry for this document, and a relevance score.

The relevance score is used to estimate the relevance of the document
to the current query. The score is based on two principles: 1) documents
that contain more occurrences of a query term are more likely to be
relevant, and 2) rare query terms should contribute more to the relevance
score, and common words less. The relevance score is computed by
summing, for each term that has an entry for this document number, term
occurrences in this document divided by total term occurrences in the text
collection.

For example, given a query that contains the terms "computer" and
"repair", suppose both terms have a document-score entry for document
number seven. Further, suppose that "computer" occurs fifty times in the
text collection, ten of those in document seven, and that "repair" occurs
twenty four times in the text collection, six of those in document number
seven. The merge table entry for document seven would then contain a
term count of two, and the relevance score would be:

10/50 + 6/24 = 0.20 + 0.25 = 0.45.

Note that the six occurrences of the less common term "repair"
contribute .25 to the score while the ten occurrences of the more common
word "computer" only contribute .20.

After all query terms have been retrieved from the index and their
document-count information stored in the merge table, the merge table is
sorted by term count. Since this leads to many ties, the relevance score is
used as a secondary sorting key.

Finally, the sorted merge table is presented to the user as the query
result.
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A.6 User Interface

TRS provides two user interfaces.

TRS offers a Graphical User Interface. It is an X-Window Systems
interface based on the OSF Motif toolkit. This interface provides three
windows: 1) Build Index Window, 2) Search Window, and 3) View
Document Window. Each is shown in Appendix B.

The Build Index Window allows the user to specify a list of directories
to index. It also allows the user to select options such as word stem
truncation, compression, and a stop list.

The Search Window allows the user to specify a query, perform a
search, and then view the list of matching documents. One of the
documents can be selected from the list to be displayed in the view window.

The View Document Window displays a document.

TRS also offers a batch mode interface which was more convenient for
some of the repetitive timing runs done here.

The two interfaces have identical index construction and retrieval
characteristics. This is because the index construction and retrieval
operations are done by C++ objects that are shared by the two
implementations.
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Appendix B. Windows From The Interactive Interface

Build Index Window

File Edit View Options Help

Index

/h/bry/masters/man.tsc.index

S Word Stem Truncation

El Compression

S Stop List

/h/bry/masters/stoplist

Directory

BUILD

/h/bry/masters/man/catman.ptx

/h/bry/masters/man/catman.dynix3

/h/bry/masters/man/catman.att

V

Figure 5. Build Index Window
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Search Window

File Edit View Options Help

Search For:

create new SCCS files tI
V

Search

1 1

AL

II

lr

No Match Score File
1 4 0.148 catman.ptx/manl/admin.1
2 0.142 catman.att/u man/manl/admin.1
3 4 0.124 catman.dynix3 /catl/sccs.1
4

4

0.062 catman.ptx/whatis4

5 4 0.018 catman.ptx/manl/make.1
6 4 0.016 catman.att/u_man/manl/make.1
7 4 0.016 catman.att/a man/man8/mk.8
8 4 0.010 catman.dynix/catn/patch.n
9 3 0.093 catman.ptx/manl/get.1

10 3 0.092 catman.att/u man/manl/get.1
11 3 0.046 catman.dynix3 /catn /xmh.n
12 3 0.042 catman.dynix3/catl/mush.1
13 3 0.037 catman.ptx/manl/delta.1
14 3 0.036 catman.att/u man/manl/delta.1
15 3 0.031 catman.dynix/catl/nn.1
16 3 0.030 catman.att/u_man/manl/prs.1
17 3 0.024 catman.ptx/man4/terminfo.4
18 3 0.022 catman.dynix3/catl/xfig.1
19 3 0.020 catman.dynix3/catl/fortran.1

Figure 6. Search Window
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View Document Window

File Edit View Options Help

Item Match Score File
1 6 0.327 catman.ptx/manl/chmod.1

CHMOD(1) DYNIX/ptx CHMOD(1)

NAME
chmod change mode

SYMOPSIS
chmod mode file ...

chmod mode directory ...

DESCRIPTION
The permissions of the named files or directories
are changed according to mode, which may be
symbolic or absolute. Absolute changes to
permissions are stated using octal numbers where
n is a number from 0 to 7:

chmod nnn file(s)

Symbolic changes are stated using mnemonic
characters:

chmod a operator b file(s)

a is one or more characters corresponding to
user, group, or other; operator is +, -, or -,
signifying assignment of permission.

An absolute mode is given as an octal number
constructed from the OR of the following modes:

4000 Set user ID on execution (see
exec(2))

20#0 Set group ID on execution if # is
7, 5, 3, or 1
Enable mandatory locking if # is 6,
4, 2, or 0

lr

Figure 7. View Document Window
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Appendix C. Detailed Data on Combined Techniques

This appendix lists detailed statistics on index size savings from
combined techniques.

Stop List
Manual Pages Original +Truncate % Saved
Term Entries 22,633 15,336 32.2%
Term Text 190,718 116,391 39.0%
Location Entries 559,513 296,353 47.0%
Total Bytes 3,680,011 1,985,556 46.0%

Stop List
USENET News Original +Truncate %Saved
Term Entries 97,322 63,115 35.1%
Term Text 789,129 443,795 43.8%
Location Entries 2,957,071 1,541,422 47.9%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 10,048,693 47.3%

Stop List
Manual Pages Original +Cmprs % Saved
Term Entries 22,633 21,707 4.1%
Term Text 190,718 100,137 47.4%
Location Entries 559,513 373,507 33.2%
Total Bytes 3,680,011 1,268,312 65.5%

Stop List
USENET News Original +Cmprs %Saved
Term Entries 97,322 96,493 0.9%
Term Text 789,129 440,514 44.2%
Location Entries 2,957,071 1,724,704 41.7%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 6,306,353 66.9%
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Truncate
Manual Pages Original +Cmprs % Saved
Term Entries 22,633 16,155 28.6%
Term Text 190,718 66,887 64.9%
Location Entries 559,513 488,809 12.6%

Total Bytes 3,680,011 1,559,697 57.6%

Truncate
USENET News Original +Cmprs %Saved
Term Entries 97,322 64,070 34.2%
Term Text 789,129 262,444 66.7%
Location Entries 2,957,071 2,813,886 4.8%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 9,591,395 49.7%

Stop+Trnc
Manual Pages Original +Cmprs % Saved
Term Entries 22,633 15,536 31.4%
Term Text 190,718 65,048 65.9%
Location Entries 559,513 296,353 47.0%
Total Bytes 3,680,011 987,154 73.2%

Stop+Trnc
USENET News Original +Cmprs %Saved
Term Entries 97,322 63,115 35.1%
Term Text 789,129 260,276 67.0%
Location Entries 2,957,071 1,541,422 47.9%
Total Bytes 19,069,847 5,453,111 71.4%
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Appendix D. Recall and Precision Documents and Queries

This appendix lists the ten target documents and the twenty queries
used in Recall and Precision analysis. Query words that were eliminated by
the Stop List are italicized.

Manual Pages Text Collection

Document: catman.ptx/manl/admin.1
Subject: Describes the "admin" program, and how to use it to create

and administrate a Sequent Change Control System project
view.

Query 1. create new SCCS files
Query 2. erase user from list allowed to make changes

Document: catman.ptx/man8/zdformat.8
Subject: Describes the standalone format program for dual channel

disk controller devices.

Query 3. standalone disk formatter
Query 4. format dual channel disks

Document: catman.dynix3/ catl /xcal.1
Subject: Describes an X Windows program that helps users track

meetings and events, and informs the user when the time
for a meeting arrives.

Query 5. daily events show edit change alarm
Query 6. interactive calendar program

Document: catman.dynix3/catl/gothic.1
Subject: Describes a program that accepts a text string and then prints
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it on a line printer using a very large (about a page per letter)
Gothic font.

Query 7. print large banner
Query 8. large letters

Document: catman.ptx/man3/random.3f
Subject: Describes a Fortran library routine that can be used to generate

random numbers.

Query 9. random number generator function seed
Query 10. random number function

USENET News Text Collection

Document: rec/aviation/35835
Subject: Request for information about subscribing to the magazines

Aviation Week and Space Technology.

Query 1. address aviation week space technology subscribing
Query 2. aviation subscription prices

Document: rec/video/satellite/649
Subject: Speculates that the recent explosion that destroyed a Japanese

satellite will increase their interest in using Chinese rockets.

Query 3. American rocket destroyed Japanese satellite
Query 4. Japanese satellite Chinese rocket

Document: rec/music/beetles/11517
Subject: Discusses a "missing" Paul McCartney song that includes the
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phrase "What's the use of worrying?"

Query 5. Paul McCartney tune "What's the use of worrying?"
Query 6. song what use worrying

Document: rec/pets/ 20265
Subject: Asks for others advice on the best way to get rid of a cat's flea

problem.

Query 7. help cat flea bomb spray scratch
Query 8. kitty flea help

Document: rec/games /chess/7382
Subject: Discusses a slightly controversial draw awarded by a

tournament director

Query 9. director award position trivial draw
Query 10. chess draw time


